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Understated elegance and design
Between the typical Majorcan hotels and country houses a completely different new luxury
hotel has opened its gates on a cliff over the Soller bay in the northeast of the Spanish
Mediterranean island Majorca: The Jumeirah Port Soller Hotel & Spa. Peter Silling and his team
created an elegant concept of luxury with closeness to the environment and local culture...

T

he interior design intention of Peter Silling was to
create a luxury hotel with aesthetically pleasing
atmosphere of understated elegance combined
with exceptional comfort and technology taking
into account the environment and local culture of the
island – what has been very successfully achieved.
The created interior design is contemporary,
mediterranean style with clear references to the Majorcan
tradition, which is evident all over the hotel in the guest
rooms, suites, the lobby, bar, the sunset lounge, and in
the restaurants. Small details such as the typical blue,
white, yellow ceramic tiles decorating the back walls
of the reception area to small decorative materials as
Majorcan blown glass in the pool bar are included into
the design. The rooms are decorated with contemporary
Balearic art works with motifs and colors reflecting the
Majorcan landscape and the Mediterranean Sea.
Warm tones have been favored such as sand and
eggplant colors and natural materials as olive wood,
suede leather, glass, natural stones and marble have been

used to give the hotel a stylish simplicity and harmony.
The spacious rooms and suites with large living spaces
and bathrooms provide a luxury equipment and the
furniture has been designed to provide the guest a sense
of total relaxation. Highlights in the bathrooms with large
windows and wonderful sea views are the enormous
showers with fitting lighting that changes the colour
depending on the water temperature.
An expressive circular tower of 15 meters houses
the reception, designed as a courtyard. This space
culminates in a large glass dome with a spectacular 250
steel lamp bulbs which reflect its light into a centrally
water pool.
The goal has been reached to create a new outstanding
concept of luxury design that differs from the style of the
existing Majorcan hotels – with the aim of stimulating
interest in nature, customs and local lifestyle.
The result of the Peter Silling design is a unique hotel with
a stylish, modern interior combined with contemporary
functionality, luxury design.
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